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 xtremes new horizons chapter 1 They were shown to be living on a space station, and this is where their home was. The only company that is mentioned to own and operate this space station is Moonlighting. The masterminds behind the space station being built in the Moonlighting game’s scenario are up to no good. Other than providing a temporary place to live, Moonlighting gives its residents
something to do and some reason to be. They call themselves the “Servant Race”. The Servant Race just takes up space in the Moonlighting story. Only one thing matters to them, and that is growing. The Servant Race are one of the five races in Moonlighting. But they are also just a faction, one of many. The Servant Race members speak in human-like language. They call themselves “Viro” and have

an official motto: “Watcher and Observed”. Servant Race Viro Characters This is an incomplete list of characters from the Servant Race. This is a list of all the servants and people living on the Moonlighting Station. For some of them, their nationality is not mentioned. The Moonlighting Station and Servant Race characters can be found in the “Viro” sections. Viro Watanabe a female Viro
(pronounced “Wa-tah-Nah-buh”). Watanabe a female Viro (pronounced “Wa-tah-Nah-buh”). Voiced by: Eri Kitamura Watanabe a female Viro (pronounced “Wa-tah-Nah-buh”). Watanabe a female Viro (pronounced “Wa-tah-Nah-buh”). An enigma, just like Moonlighting. He is a Human-Viro hybrid. He also has Viro eyes. Watanabe a female Viro (pronounced “Wa-tah-Nah-buh”). Watanabe a

female Viro (pronounced “Wa-tah-Nah-buh”). Voiced by: Kouichi Yamadera Watanabe a female Viro (pronounced “Wa-tah-Nah-buh”). Watanabe a female V 82157476af
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